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IT’S BEEN SAID THAT THOSE WHO STRIVE 
TO TEACH, MUST NEVER CEASE TO LEARN. 

LEARNING HOW TO EDUCATE AND LEAD 
EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS IS A SKILL 
THAT CAN BE NURTURED AND
DEVELOPED OVER TIME.
HERE’S WHERE WE COME IN.

WE COULDN’T AGREE MORE. 
Our graduate degrees and professional education programs explore every facet of educa-
tion, from pre-k through college, in school and after school, and across the human lifespan. 
It’s part of human nature to educate others, to teach the people around us how to do new 
things. But few people actually feel the calling to become an educator...
And even fewer know how to do it correctly.

At Atlantis University’s School of Education, we want to help 
you make an impact as a world class educator.
We’ve developed programs with the purpose of deepening 
your knowledge, developing your professional skills,
and enabling you to prepare for a career in education.

 LEARN TO CHANGE THE WORLD
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WE’VE SHOWN YOU WHAT WE CAN DO. 

THE EDUCATIONAL LANDSCAPE 
IS CONSTANTLY EVOLVING.

OUR PROGRAMS FOSTER A STRONG SET 
OF ANALYTICAL, TECHNOLOGICAL,
AND PERSONAL SKILLS.

These changes can be seen all across the country and across 
all educational levels. From preschool teachers to college 
professors, it seems like all educators can agree on this one 
thing… educators and administrators must stay up to date 
on the latest technologies and pedagogical methods in order 
to keep up with the rapidly changing state of education.

We want to prepare leaders in education and help generate 
the knowledge to improve student opportunity, achievement 
and success. Our curriculums encompass a wide range of ed-
ucational competencies... And since we want you to go out 
with a “bang”, the programs require a research experience as 
its final component.

IT’S NOW UP TO YOU TO MAKE THE NEXT MOVE. 
WILL WE BE SEEING YOU AROUND? WILL YOU 

JOIN US AT OUR SCHOOL OF EDUCATION?
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THE ATLANTEAN ADVANTAGE

THE AU BELIEF SYSTEM

EDUCATING THE EDUCATORS:
WHAT CAN YOU EXPECT
FROM OUR SCHOOL?

MISSION:
We strive to mentor the future educators of America and help them 
develop their teaching and leadership skills. We seek to accomplish 
this by first instilling in them the theoretical foundations of educa-
tional science, and then showing them how to apply those learning 

models in real-life settings..

VISION:
To provide teachers, professors, and other educational instructors 

with the tools that they need in order to perfect their practice and 
update their pedagogical strategies for the 21st century.

Our School of Education proudly welcomes all of the 
non-conforming educators of the world... 
Those people who don’t settle and who always strive to learn 
new things. If you want to break away from traditional higher 
learning and pursue a degree on your own terms,
you’ve come to the right place. 

At Atlantis University, we’re committed to giving you the 
best education that we can, packaged with unique benefits 
that you won’t necessarily find in other institutions.

WHAT DO WE BRING TO THE TABLE FOR OUR IT STUDENTS?

GET TO KNOW
What are these advantages, exactly?
Here are a few things that we offer:

• State-of-the art tech tools. 
• Innovative educational strategies.
• Immersive online programs.
• Degrees offered in English and Spanish.
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LEARN FROM PROFESSORS WITH 
EXPERTISE AND EXPERIENCE

STILL READING? STILL INTERESTED? 
KEEP ON GOING FOR MORE.

The faculty at our School of Education is an impressive group of scholars, researchers,
practitioners, and policymakers actively working to improve the state of education world-
wide. They have years’ worth of experience in their specific fields and they’re passionate 
about teaching you how to become a world class educator.
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THE 5 W’S?
WHO

WHAT

THE FIVE W’S OF STUDYING
BUSINESS AT AU

As we stated before, we love to show off our faculty members. 
Can you blame us, when we have professors of this calibre?!

This should go without saying, but the professors at our 
School of Education have some pretty big shoes to fill. After 
all, they themselves are the educators that will educate the 
educators of tomorrow. That’s a lot of pressure...
But don’t worry, we can vouch that they’re up for the task.

How do we know this? Well, all of them have years of 
teaching and administration experience under their belt. 
So they’re the real deal. They’re not just teaching you 
about the latest pedagogy methodologies because they 
read it in a book. 
They’re speaking from real life experience. 

So if you have any questions, don’t be afraid to ask them 
about it! They’re not just here to make you take some 
tests. Our faculty members can give you all the profes-
sional advice you need in order to advance your career.

Only at our Education School will you be able to find such 
a wide selection of programs and concentrations. Inter-
ested in Master in Education? Do you feel a calling for a 

Master in Education in Educational Technology?
Or maybe MS Education in Educational

Leadership is more your style?
In any case: chances are that if you name it, we’ve got it.

OUR FACULTY

 A VALUABLE
(AND PRACTICAL) DEGREE



WHEN 

WHERE

We know that you’re a busy person and that your time is valuable. In fact, graduate students are 
sometimes known for balancing a 9-to-5 job, their home life, and their studies all at the same time. 
So, if we gave you the chance to optimize the time it takes to complete your degree... Would you take 
us up on that offer?

At our School of Education, we structured our programs with your time in our mind. In fact, at AU your 
degree could take half as much time as the national average. That means that you might be able to 
complete your Master’s Degree in Education in as little as 12 months... Maybe even less, if you’ve got 
valid, transferable credits!

In Atlantis University, we understand the pros and cons of online education... And we want it to be all about the 
pros without any of the cons. Over the course of many years, we have cultivated the best practices and we 
have redefined what it means to get a digital education. That has culminated in a service which we like to 

call our Global Campus. 

But wait, what exactly is a Global Campus?! It’s quite simple, actually. What this means is that we 
integrate the most advanced technology tools and resources as we can into our programs.

As a result of this, you get the opportunity to take online classes if you want to, without 
missing out on the on-campus experience. No matter where you are located right now (or 
where life takes you), you’ll be able to complete your courses and feel like you’re right 

there in Miami with us.

WHEN THE TIME IS RIGHT FOR YOU

A GLOBAL CAMPUS

THE 5 W’S?
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THE 5 W’S?

THE HOW ...AND YOU DIDN’T THINK WE WOULD 
FORGET ABOUT THE “HOW”, RIGHT?

THIS IS HOW WE OFFER A VALUABLE EDUCATION:
BY GIVING YOU THREE GRADUATE DEGREES TO PICK FROM.

WE’RE 100% SURE THAT AT LEAST ONE OF THESE PROGRAMS 
WILL CALL YOUR NAME.



GRADUATE 
STUDIES

THE HOW

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION (MS):
 WHAT WILL THE SCHOOL OF THE FUTURE LOOK LIKE?
WHAT WILL IT MEAN TO BE AN ADMINISTRATOR THEN?
In an ever-changing digital world, we know that you’re looking for some-
thing different. Not just any Master’s degree; but rather one that is con-
stantly evolving and prioritizes hands-on learning, technology, and lead-
ership. That’s the reason why we feel like this degree was tailor-made 
for you. Through it, you will gain access to all the  most current theories, 
methodologies, and pedagogical techniques. Stay ahead of the curve!

MS IN EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP:
 SO, WE HEARD THAT YOU WANT TO MAXIMIZE YOUR POTEN-
TIAL AS AN EDUCATOR, AND THAT THE IDEA OF A LEADERSHIP CON-
CENTRATION REALLY SPEAKS TO YOU.
In that case– do we have a career for you! As an enrolled student, you’ll 
get the chance to interpret leadership models; perfect the art of teacher 
evaluations; and most of all,  harness the motivational skills required to 
lead any classroom. 

MS IN EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY:
 IF YOU’VE EVER FELT LIKE YOU’RE FALLING BEHIND ON THE 
EVER-CHANGING TECH LANDSCAPE, DON’T STRESS!
At AU, we’ve got your back. Pursue this graduate degree in educational 
technology and stay ahead of the curve. Track trends, leverage tech tools 
to your advantage, and meet the needs of your entire team. 
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CAREER SERVICES
THE SKILLS YOU NEED TO LAND THE JOB YOU WANT.

Let’s imagine that you’re already enrolled in one of our programs. You’re taking
the classes, acing the tests, and attending the workshops... But you want more.
At our AU Career Center, you’ll find additional tools and guidance when it comes 
o searching for (and landing!) job opportunities.

MAKE THE JUMP, 
DIVE INTO THE 

LABOR MARKET!

Don’t wait until you graduate to start looking for opportunities!
Whether you’re looking for an internship or a full-time job,
the AU Career Center is here to help.

The question isn’t “What can we do for you?”, but rather, what can’t we do for you?! Well, 
among other things, we can help you in your job search, revise your resumé, and prep you 
for interviews (just to name a few). 

The experts are just as excited as you are at the prospect of landing that Dream Job 
you’ve always wanted. So give us a call or a visit and we’ll help you out in any way that 
we can.
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WHAT
DOES THE CURRENT

(AND FUTURE)
LANDSCAPE OF

EDUCATION LOOK
LIKE IN THE US?

•...There’s a growing demand in teaching specialties such as Education 
Administrators, Curriculum Developers, and Special Education Teachers?

•...Since student enrollment is projected to increase, soon there will be
a bigger demand for educators across all levels?

•...According to experts, employment in education (along with training
and library occupations) is set to increase by more than 441,000
new jobs? 

DID YOU KNOW THAT…
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WHAT
COMES
NEXT:

WAIT, YOU MADE IT
THIS FAR?! FANTASTIC!
WE’RE COUNTING DOWN THE DAYS UNTIL
WE CAN MEET IN PERSON AND WELCOME YOU
AS AN ATLANTEAN.
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SO HERE’S A SUMMARY OF WHAT OUR 
ADMISSIONS PROCESS LOOKS LIKE. 

IT’S JUST 5 EASY STEPS:

1
2
3
4
5

Complete our Admission’s Application.   
Make sure to double-check the list of required documents that you’ll 
be needing in order to complete your application.
 

Set up a friendly phone (or Zoom) interview with us. That way we can get to 
know each other better. You can also call before submitting your applica-
tion, in case you have any questions.
 

Wait for your admission’s notice. 
 

Set up a meeting with our Financial Aid Department. There might be grants 
and extra benefits that you could potentially qualify for.
 

Last but not least: Celebrate your arrival! 

WE SALUTE YOU AS A NON-COMFORMIST.
WE CONGRATULATE YOU AS A NEW ATLANTHEAN.

WE WELCOME YOU HOME!

IF YOU’RE HERE, THAT MEANS THAT YOU’RE READY TO 
TAKE THE NEXT STEP IN YOUR EDUCATIONAL CAREER. 



VISIT:
WE WANT TO 
MEET YOU!

CALL:
TOLL-FREE, 
OF COURSE

CLICK:
LET’S CONNECT ONLINE

AU UNIVERSITY PARK
1011 SUNNYBROOK ROAD
MIAMI–FLORIDA 33136

+1 (855) 287-3347

ATLANTISUNIVERSITY.EDU
ADMISSIONS@ATLANTISUNIVERSITY.EDU

VISIT, CALL, OR CLICK!
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